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Theatre's Opening -- all smiles as the ribbon is cut and the doors are opened to E. M. Pearson Theatre. 
A New Way to Look at Food 
by Theresa Monette 
Another fall at CSP swiftly begins with many 
new changes on campus. Besides structural and 
staffing changes, Concordia is experiencing a new 
dining program this year. Marriott dining services 
officially assumed their duties, including regular 
meal service, game concessions, campus catering, 
Hand-in-Hand meals, and Union Station operation 
on August 9. Campus food service director 
DuWayne Hegel met with the Sword  to discuss 
the role of the new food service and how 
Concordia will be affected. 
Two main meal plan options are available, as 
well as a few flexible alternatives at reasonably low 
rates. The first plan, known as the 19-meal plan, is 
required for all first-quarter freshmen but avail-
able to all of us at Concordia. This plan gives stu-
dents three meals a day, Monday through Friday, 
and two on Saturdays and Sundays. These meals 
are all-you-can-eat, and are for use in the dining 
hall. The second plan, known as the 12-flex plan, 
allows a student to eat any 12 meals dining the 
week that the dining hall serves, as well as gives  
the student $100 in declining cash balance dollars 
on their i.d. cards for use at either the dining hall 
or at Union Station. Declining cash balance dollars 
allow a person to purchase items without paying 
cash by subtracting the amount of purchase from 
the amount of money in the account. The declin-
ing cash balance 
dollars can be 
arranged for any 
person with a valid 
Concordia i.d. who 
does not want to 
purchase either of 
the two meal plans, 
or by someone 
with a meal plan 
who desires to add to their account. These dollars 
can be purchased by contacting DuWayne at 641-
8257 or 641-8238. When you buy the dollars, 
DuWayne automatically credits your account 10% 
beyond the money you pay him. 
While all of this information makes the new 
meal system more clear, it doesn't get at the con-
cern regarding cost and quality. The two main  
meal plans cost $685.00 per quarter. For the 19 
meal plan, that breaks down to approximately 
$9.50 per day for three meals with the average 
meal price being approximately $2.00 for break-
fast, $3.25 for lunch, and $4.25 for dinner. All of 
these meals are all-you-can-eat, so the price is rea-
sonable. A la 
carte prices 
using declining 
balance dollars 
are a little bit 
more expensive 
at approximate-
ly $3.60 for 
breakfast, $5.10 
for lunch, $6.50 
for dinner (except premium nights when some-
thing like steak might be served for $7.50), and a 
"soup and salad bar only' meal for $3.25. Union 
Station prices are a la carte based on the desired 
item, and all prices listed are only approximations 
as they are subject to change. Each meal is care-
fully planned and executed with quality control 
equipment used by DuWayne to supervise fresh- 
ness and taste. If there is something on the line 
that gets cold, DuWayne does not hesitate to 
throw it away because complete customer satis-
faction is his goal. 
There have been some concerns about dining 
room meal times and Union Station hours as the 
new service gets under way. A few small adjust-
ments have already been made to accommodate 
students who have raised concerns about missing 
a meal because of a schedule conflict. DuWayne is 
open to all ideas and concerns surrounding this 
issue and others that may be raised, and he 
encourages students to contact him regarding 
these concerns. All of the times devised for the 
dining room and the Union were based on pro-
jected student needs and input from DuWayne's 
supervisors who have over 25 years college food 
service experience. Meal hours are not set in 
stone; if someone has a conflict and cannot eat, 
DuWayne is willing to investigate. He is also in the 
process of setting up a "bag lunch" program for 
those who know in advance that they cannot 
FOOD continued on page 2 
Concordia Welcomes New 
Faculty Members 
by Theresa Seto 
Concordia welcomes four new full-time facul-
ty members this fall. The new professors on cam-
pus are Roger Ernst, Assistant Professor of 
Religion and Theology; Eleanor Heginbotham, 
Assistant Professor of English; Miriam Luebke, 
Assistant Professor/Director of Assessment and 
Counseling; and Mark Schuler, Professor of 
Greek, Latin, and Religion. 
The Sword spoke with two of the new faculty 
members: Dr. Eleanor Heginbotham and Dr. Mark 
Schuler. 
Dr. Eleanor Heginbotham, the newest mem-
ber to join CSP's English Department, has 
replaced retiring Department Head John 
Solensten. Heginbotham is an expert in American 
literature, writing her Master's Thesis on Henry 
James and her Doctoral Dissertation on Emily 
Dickinson, whom she finds fascinating. 
Heginbotham joins Concordia with over 20 
years of teaching experience. This experience is 
not limited to her former home, Washington D.C., 
but also comes from her experiences in countries 
Faculty -- From left of right: Eleanor Heginbotham, 
Miriam Luebke, and 1.4.k Schuler join Conconlia's facult y 
such as Indonesia, Liberia, and Vietnam. Her 
teaching background and American Literature 
expertise are only a couple of reasons why she is 
instructing American Literature, freshmen writing 
courses, and Teaching of Secondary Language 
Arts this fall. 
As a new professor on campus, Heginbotham 
would like CSP to know that she finds this a won- 
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Campus Minister 
in Limbo 
STAFF 
continued from page 1 
derful college, with a faculty dedicated to edu-
caing their students, and a student body motivat-
ed to learn. She has found her colleagues, and 
Concordia in general, to be warm and welcoming. 
Dr. Mark Schuler, one of the two newest members 
to join the growing CSP Religion faculty, has filled 
a vacant position that had been open for two 
years. Schuler will be teaching Religion, related 
languages such as Greek and Latin, and New 
Testament. 
Schuler attended Concordia Senior College 
formally in Fort Wayne, Indiana, and then went on 
to receive his doctorate at Concordia Seminary in 
St. Louis, Missouri. After receiving his ThD., 
Schuler had a desire to teach. He comes to CSP 
with a background in Parish Ministry from a St. 
Louis, Missouri urban community and a rural com-
munity in Iowa. His past experience in an urban 
community influenced him to be a candidate to fill 
CSP's open position. 
Schuler would like CSP to know that he is 
concerned about the urban community and the 
failure of the Church to reach out to the various 
cultures. He sees the urban community in St. Paul 
reaching out and believes he, as well as the col-
lege, needs to serve the urban area. He finds that 
teaching in an urban area is both challenging and 
enjoyable, and that Concordia offers a unique 
place for the Church and the urban community to 
come together. 
The Sword regrets missing the opportunity to 
interview Dr. Luebke and Professor Ernst. Look 
for their profiles in following issues. IT 
FOOD 
continued from page 1 
make it to the dining room. This meal will include 
a deli sandwich (which can be made to your spec-
ifications with enough notice), a drink, chips, 
dessert, and fruit or vegetable. These meals will be 
available with at least a week's notification to 
DuWayne. Shorter notice meals can be provided 
but not on all occasions. 
Some of the most important little details 
about our new service include the following: cards 
for meals are non-transferable. If you are not eat-
ing on a given day, you cannot give your card to 
somebody else to use. This rule is most often mis-
understood because a customer will say that they 
paid for the meal. While this is somewhat true, a 
missed- meal factor has already been figured in, so 
the cost that you paid is actually lower than the 
cost of the meals. Also, DuWayne wants to hear 
how things are going. He will be providing a com-
ment board in the dining hall for anyone who  
by Amy MacFee 
Curtis Deterding has joined Concordia this fall 
as the Interim Campus Minister. Although 
Deterding's face is new in chapel leadership, he is 
not new to the campus. He previously acted as the 
coordinator of Project Samuel, traveling through-
out the nation, recruiting students interested in 
pursuing careers within the church, and promot-
ing the various church-related programs here at 
Concordia. He was also involved in athletics as the 
assistant soccer coach. 
Deterding is serving as campus minister tem-
porarily while the process of calling a permanent 
Chaplain is completed. He is expected to be a part 
of this body through December. However, the 
complex hiring process has proven to be extreme-
ly slow. Therefore, if no one is hired by the end of 
December, his stay could be extended. When 
asked how he felt about the uncertainty of the 
wants to say something or ask a question. Your 
comments and DuWayne's expedient responses 
will be posted for all to see. Because DuWayne 
believes that communication and service are vital 
to his business here, he will go out of his way to 
serve you (and if, perhaps, you want to know the 
derivative of x or the migratory patterns of the 
bald eagle, DuWayne plans on researching the 
answers if they are on the comment board). 
DuWayne Hegel and Marriott Dining Services 
have excellent services to offer Concordia. He is 
willing to try any reasonable suggestions and 
enjoys speaking with students. To serve our cam-
pus better, DuWayne is looking to hire additional 
student workers, especially for a lunch 10:30a.m.- 
1:30p.m. shift. If you need a job or you'd just like 
to see the man behind our new dining experience, 
call DuWayne or stop by his office located in the 
kitchen of the dining services building. 
length of time he will spend here, he replied that 
it, "puts his job in limbo." 
The search for a new campus minister is well 
on its way. The college has completed state-
required background checks and has narrowed 
down the list of candidates to only a few names. 
The process of interviewing should begin in the 
near future. • 
Deterding eagerly attacks his responsibilities 
and appreciates the time he can spend here, 
although it is limited. He is excited about the 
unusually high chapel attendance and notes that 
services have been filled to capacity lately. He will 
be focusing his energies on the Spiritual Life 
Committee, encouraging spiritual growth and 
support on campus. His main goal is to assist in 
creating a loving Christian environment where 
each student can have his or her spiritual needs 
met and can grow on an individual level. t 
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N ews Release 
Minnesota Minority Job Fair 
Tuesday, October 4, 1994 
10:00 am. - 5:30 p.m. 
Saint Paul Civic Center 
Roy Wilkins Auditorium/Ballrooms 
143 West 4th Street 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
Open to: 
Minority Students and Graduates from: 
Two and Four Year Colleges and 
Universities, 
Public and Private Technical Colleges, and 
Community Persons Seeking Employment or 
Career Change 
Recruiters will be available from the public and 
private sector to discuss present and future entry 
level and middle management employment 
opportunities. 
Bring resumes for distribution (minimum 10). 
Recruiters are seeking prepared individuals, so 
look sharp and be sharp. 
Prior registration is not required; free admission. 
For more information call (612) 647-1142 i st 
became popular. Before that, people improvised, using knives, bayonets or a chisel and hammer. 
• • • • • • 
Sounds of Blackness Soun s of Blackness brings light to E. M. Pearson's opening night 
Together Again 
' 4 4 
Retail 
SEAM MALL OF AMERICA 
EM EISL* -, :iffleMM:11:1MtrA 
SEARS is recruiting enthusiastic, courteous, dependable individuals inter-
ested in work in a Retail environment 
POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE: 	STARTING RATES 
• Women's - Children's - Men's Apparel 
• Bed & Bath Department 
• Shoes 
• Paint & Electrical 
• Hardware 
• Home Appliance/Home Entertainment 
• Display 
• Early Morning Stocking/Receiving 
$6.25 hr 
$6.25 hr 
Straight Commission 
(excellent earning potential) 
$6.25 hr 
Base + 3% Commission 
(excellent earning potential) 
Straight Commission 
(outstanding earning potential) 
$6.25 hr 
$6.25 hr 
SEARS OFFERS: 
• Flexible working hours 	 • Competitive wages 
• Immediate merchandise discount 	• Extensive training program 
• Comprehensive employee 	 • Opportunity for career 
benefit program 	 advancement 
For more information, stop by the Personnel Office 
located on the first floor or call 853-0584 
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN 
A & IE 
E. M. Pearson Theatre 
Receives a Standing Ovation 
Page 3 
by Kristine Ranweiler 
The E. M. Pearson Theatre officially opened its 
doors to the students, faculty, alumni, and com-
munity on September 10, 1994. Walking through 
the front entrance, one first notices the expansive 
windows that line the north side of the lobby. The 
main floor houses the theatre, a theatre lab, a 
dance studio/drama classroom, and other class-
rooms, labs, and offices. The theatre itself is dra-
matically accessorized in purple, burgundy, and 
black. Along the back, textured walls give the the-
atre a character of its own. The theatre can seat 
between 296 and 350 people. The flexibility in 
seating also means flexibility in performance. 
Rows of seats can be added or subtracted and bal-
conies and side wings can be used, depending on 
how the director wants to manipulate the avail-
able space. Likewise, there is hydraulic staging 
which can be used as part of the stage, lowered for 
additional seating, or used as an orchestra pit. 
Professor Michael Charron agrees that more 
seats could have been added, but he says that, by 
keeping it at this size, the area can allow students 
to have flexibility in their performance and create 
"quality educational experiences." He also adds 
that at this size, every seat in the house is a good 
one. 
by Brian Wilhom 
I thought that it would be appropriate to 
begin the new year by getting caught up on the 
latest and greatest new stuff from over the sum-
mer. Then I remembered that I spent the summer 
at camp and the exposure I had to music was The 
Quiet Sounds of the North Woods and, of course, 
campfire songs. So, instead of losing 98% of my 
readers within the first paragraph, I nixed that 
idea. Anyway, I'll spare you the details of my sum-
mer and get on with the music part of the column. 
It's not that I was completely isolated from the 
music scene for the past three and a half months; 
it's just that Wisconsin's north woods are certain-
ly not the same as the cities. I did, however, man-
age to pick up a couple of recommendable CDs. 
Chatterbox (not to be confused with Candlebox, 
one of the EDGE's once-every-hour bands) is the 
CD for all music fans who get into that Nine Inch 
Nails sound, but prefer their music to have 
themes other than sex, pain, anti-bureaucracy, 
and anti-Christianity. The music is cool, but 
please, NIN's message leaves something to be 
desired. 
Enter Chatterbox. Their lead singer and main 
song and lyric writer, Jeff Bellew, is formally of the 
Christian thrash band, The Crucified. His themes 
deal with the evils and falsehoods of this world 
and redemption from them through Jesus. Quite 
the contrast from NIN, wouldn't you say? 
Songs such as "Torque," "Divide," and "Epignosis" 
are true to the Crucified sound... the speed metal 
sound radio only dares to play late at night. Other 
songs are more industrial, including more com-
puter-generated sounds and samples, yet not los-
ing the hardcore edge. Some of the music goes to 
the industrial limit with parts that can easily be 
classified as noise. For some odd reason, I find it 
Charron says that the theatre was carefully 
designed to make efficient use of all the available 
space. Every space, including the theatre itself, 
can be used as a classroom. All of the teaching 
spaces are equipped to house computers, televi-
sion monitors, and interactive video as soon as 
funds are available. Charron said that because of 
their limited budget, they chose to compromise 
on the equipment rather than the building. The 
building is equipped for more lighting, flying 
equipment, and other technologically advanced 
equipment as the funds become available. 
Students' reaction to the theatre was over-
whelmingly positive. One student commented 
that the interior could have been "more dramatic, 
like the Ordway." Charron replied that this space 
is designed and equipped for the students, giving 
them the equipment they need and the flexible 
space in which to use it. Concordia students were 
at the top of the list when the E.M. Pearson 
Theatre was designed. They will also be priority 
when it comes to using the building. The goal in 
designing the building was to "provide a quality 
facility for student use and community enrich-
ment." With the E. NI. Pearson Theatre this goal 
has become a reality. 
cooL At least it's noise with a positive message. 
By now most of you are wondering what kind 
of fool is this that enjoys listening to music that 
can be called noise and knows about Nine Inch 
Nails songs? Hold on, hold on. Before you skip to 
the comics or the editorials, understand that I am 
not completely one-dimensionaL I have other 
tastes as well. 
At the very beginning of the summer, one of 
my favorite bands, Toad the Wet Sprocket (you 
know, the "Walk on the Ocean" guys), released 
their fourth album "Dulcinea" If you listen to the 
radio or watch MTV at all, you've more than likely 
heaid "Fall Down" or "Some-thing's Always 
Wrong"—so far the album's only two released sin-
gles. 
On a whole, "Dulcinea" is a more mellow 
album than their previous release, "Fear." The 
three exceptions are "Woodburning," "Fall 
Down," and "Inside." These three aren't really the 
fastest songs, but they do have that typically non-
mellow, hard, driving guitar sound. Even in this 
type of song, Toad keeps from losing the great 
melodies and harmonies that characterize the 
band. 
Other songs such as "Fly from Heaven" and 
"Nand" have some impressive acoustic work. 
Glen Phillips, lead singer and lyricist, keeps the 
vocals (I say this with the risk of sounding fake) 
catchy. 
But anyway, check them out. They are a tal-
ented, yet highly underrated band. 
Interested in some of the music I mentioned? 
Check out dial-a-song. No joke! Simply dial x899 
to get into the voice mail system, then mail box 
number 5853. Leave me your questions or corn-
ments. 
Tim Dahle recommends the Gear Daddies. He 
says they're neat. t 
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Music From My Perspective 
by Wendy FitzHenry and Marc Wedo 
Yes, once again the dynamic duo of writing 
Wedo's are sitting behind the keyboard of our 
favorite computer. One of us, has decided that a 
name change (which often accompanies a gold 
band) would be something fun to do this summer. 
Don't fret though! We are still the writing team 
that we used to be (and if that is bad—we apolo-
gize already). 
This summer we had the adventure of seeing 
a few movies worth mentioning, and a few worth 
not even that. 
Of those we do want to share, Harrison Ford's 
latest comes to the top of the list. For those of you 
who are new to this column, Harrison is always at 
the top of our list—well, at least that of the female 
half of our combination. "Clear and Present 
Danger" is more action- packed than the last Jack 
Ryan caper ("Patriot Games'), yet perhaps not as 
enjoyable. Marc loved it; however Wendy did not 
appreciate it as much as she did "Patriot Games." 
The action, almost non-stop in places, takes away 
from character development on the part of Ryan, 
his family, and his colleagues. Sometimes it 
becomes confusing as to who is the bad guy and 
who is the good guy. Nevertheless, this movie 
does not fail to please. We won't bore you with 
the plot, but we will let you in on this: you may 
not trust or even like the office of the President 
quite as much as you did before you saw this film. 
"Maverick," now showing at the dollar theatre of 
Roseville 4, is a fun flick. Mel Gibson, Jodie Foster, 
James Garner, and a cast of thousands (of recog-
nizable faces) give this Western a good dose of 
humor and fun. It's nothing too serious for a film, 
or too sensational—but it is just plain, clean fun. 
Bring dad, mom, or the little siblings along to this 
one (or wait to rent it over the holidays). 
"Maverick" is a sweet treat for a warm weekend 
day. 
"Speed" is another film that is currently show-
ing at Roseville 4. This fast-paced thriller starring 
Keanau Reeves and Sandra Bullock is a must see 
for all lovers of action films. The plot is lacking in 
depth, but that is more than compensated for in 
the pace, which as the title implies, is very fast. If 
you happened to miss this one while it was mak-
ing the rounds this summer, grab a bunch of 
friends and speed on down to Roseville (not liter-
ally, of course). It's well worth the dollar (and a 
half). 
Last, but not least on our summer movie 
review lineup is "The Mask" starring Jim Carrey. 
This slap-stick comedy is every bit as funny as "Ace 
Ventura-Pet Detective." There are some impres-
sive special effects and, of course, the thousand 
faces of Jim Carrey—an actor who is very quickly 
making a name for himself in the movie industry. 
The only real problem we had with this movie was 
that it was extremely predictable in some places. 
Other than that, it was very funny, and you can bet 
that this writer will be in line for the next Jim 
Carrey movie—whatever it may be. 
Well, that pretty much sums up `Wendy and 
Marc's Spectacular Summer Movie Smash!" (great 
embellishment, huh.) All of these movies are very 
good in their own way. We hope that you will be 
able to catch at least a couple of them on the big 
screen or on your favorite television in  the 
months to come. t 
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A Light to ALL People 
by Christian Schiller 
Many CSP students might have been a little 
confused on Monday, Sept. 12 when they heard 
that a Jewish man would be leading chapel. They 
might have been even more confused when they 
discovered that this speaker held the seemingly 
oxymoronic title, Jew for Jesus. However, any one 
of those students who took the opportunity to 
talk to Mr. David Brickner, found out that his 
claim to be 100% Jewish and 100% Christian was 
100% true! 
I was fortunate enough to meet Mr. Brickner 
for a short interview, and I will be the rust to state 
that this is a man of great faiths,both Jewish and 
Christian. Mr. Brickner is the Minister-at-Large for 
the Jews for Jesus organization and he is also their 
director of recruitment. Just to darify what this 
organization teaches and believes, I'll borrow this 
quotation from a Jews for Jesus promotional flyer, 
'Jews for Jesus is an organization which proclaims 
that JESUS is the MESSIAH of Israel and Savior of 
the world." 
To begin my interview with Mr. Brickner, I 
asked a question which would set the tone for our 
entire conversation, "NY/hen did the Jews for Jesus 
organization begin?" A typical question, but one 
that evoked this unexpected response, "About 32 
A.D., give or take a few years...Peter, John, etc. 
were our first members." He may have said it in a  
joking tone, but he was quite serious. He remind-
ed me that Jesus was the greatest Jew, and his dis-
ciples were truly Jews for Jesus. However, he did 
go on to inform me that the organization received 
Itre official recognition in 	w 
September of 1973. 
The Hippie movement 
of the late 60's actually 
acted as a spring-board 
for the organization. 
The name "Jews for 
Jesus" began as a slo-
gan for the young 
Christian Jews, but was 
made more official after 
a SanFrancisco State 
University paper 
referred to the group as 
"Jews for Jesus." The 
name has been the 
same since. 
The organization 
today has 100 full-time 
workers who literally 
span the globe. The Jews for Jesus organization 
usually looks for a city with a heavy Jewish con-
centration (at least 2,000 Jews—Ft. Lauderdale, Tel 
Aviv, and Moscow to name just a few). It is in these 
cities that they begin their work...almost 100% 
missionary work. Mr. Brickner assured me that, 
although many times an unpleasant task, street  
corner "proclaiming" is the cornerstone of their 
mission field. One example of this is New York's 
"Summer Witnessing Program." This program 
involved 24 (mostl college aged) students 
ment of New York city's 
streets four times a day, 
six days a week. The 
result: 1.2 million 
gospel tracts handed 
out, 900 people 
responding for more 
information, and an 
assembly of 415 people 
for prayer...30 of those 
people were Jews. 
Thirty people may not 
sound like a lot, but as 
Mr. Brickner related to 
me, "When one Jew 
comes to faith, I say 
Hallelujah—when two 
come to faith I say 
Hallelujah twice as 
loud." Well, you can just about imagine his excite-
ment if all 30 of those Jews came to faith on that 
day! 
The mission work doesn't stop there, howev-
er. Jews for Jesus' main goal is to integrate each 
Jew who has come to faith into a Christian con-
gregation. This involves both preparing the "Jew  
forJesus" and the church. The organization stress-
es a lot of follow-up, yet still faces the trials of 
many modern congregations—church attendance. 
Only 25% of the Jews for Jesus are not in fellow-
ship with a Christian congregation (not too bad 
when one considers his/her own congregation), 
but that is still a major concern for Mr. Brickner. 
There was much more to our conversation than 
what I have written here, and I encourage each of 
you to look further into this very worthy organiza-
tion. But I simply couldn't end this interview with-
out asking him the one question that was fore-
most on my mind, "Do you get to celebrate both 
Jewish and Christian holidays?" Well, of course the 
answer was yes, but he did add that a Christian 
Jew must be sure to contextualize the holiday. His 
example was the Jewish celebration of "Yom 
Kippur;" a celebration in which a traditional Jew 
would pray that his/her name was inscribed in the 
book of life. Mr. Brickner already knows, as a 
Christian, that he has been granted eternal salva-
tion. His hope is that all Jews can one day under-
stand this wonderful gift. 
If you have any questions about Jews forJesus, 
or would like to get involved in a "Summer 
Witnessing Program," please write to: 
David Brickner 
60 Haigbt Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Phone # (405)864-2600 
pounding the pave- 
Jews For Jesus -- David Brickner, Minister-
at-Large, makes a "joyful noise" for all CSP 
students. 
And Away We Go... 
by Julie Olsin 
Once again, the beginning of school has come 
and gone. We must now begin to settle into the 
routine of papers, reading, more papers, and yes, 
more reading. For some, the anxiety of classes is 
already breathing down the back of their necks, 
while others find themselves still avoiding the 
inevitable, possibly in hopes that the "homework 
fairy" will come and take all of their troubles away. 
Whether you are hard at work or hard at play, the 
Board of Directors branch of Student Senate has 
been working hard at playing. Yes, you read it cor-
rectly, we are playing; but wait, we are playing just 
for you. This year's board of directors are having a 
blast planning the year's activities for you—the 
Concordia College community. 
Have you noticed all of the terrific publicity 
for college events? Well, you can thank Miss Tracy 
Maas for all of the hard work she's done at creat-
ing posters, flyers, and all the other publicity float-
ing around campus. What about this fantastic 
newspaper you are holding in your hands? 
Although a large staff of team players contributes, 
fearless leaders Jenni Riggert and Christian 
Schiller spend many hours editing, organizing, 
and editing again (right Chris and Jen?) to make 
this publication a success. The Sword , will be pub-
lished every two weeks...so stay tuned! 
Right behind Chris and Jen, come Jason, Julie, 
and Jennifer—the activities directors. Jason Rahn 
is spending his third year in the Special Activities 
Director position. This position focuses upon 
three special events of the year: Homecoming 
Week, Snow Week, and Spring Fling Weekend. In 
the past, Jason has brought us jugglers, sumo 
wrestling, carnival rides, and even FIREWORKS!! 
The possibilities are endless! We are not quite 
sure what Jason has up his sleeve (he does magic  
too) for this year's festivities; however, we can 
guarantee that each activity will be a must-see. 
While Jason is hard at work on his events, Julie 
Olsin is also working hard to fill the calendar with 
events and activities for all of the weeks in 
between Jason's events. In her fourth year on 
Senate, Julie has taken on the challenge of com-
bining the two positions of Campus Activities and 
Community Activities together into one position. 
If you take a look at the master calendar (available 
to you through the Student Union) you will find 
that activities have been planned for approximate-
ly three times a week. Some weeks will have a lit-
tle more, others will have a little less, but never-
theless, there will not be a dull moment at CSP. 
Now in the midst of all these activities, we cannot 
forget about Jennifer Schutt, Senate's Spiritual Life 
Director. Jenny is the "face behind the scenes" 
when it comes to the organization of bible studies, 
concerts, and all of the other fun things spiritual 
life has to offer. last, but by no means least, Marc 
Wedo is our Clubs and. Organizations Director. 
Marc is the man in charge when it comes to each 
of the sixteen senate sponsored clubs and organi-
zations on campus. 
Whew, a great deal of time and energy goes 
into playing, especially when it comes to these 
guys up above. Tracy, Jen, Chris, Jason, Julie, Jen, 
and Marc take their play very seriously. If you have 
any ideas or suggestions, or if you would simply 
like to get involved, just give the Senate Office a 
call at extension 269 and leave us a message. We 
promise that the appropriate director will get 
back to you. 
And Away We Go... 
Note: Look to upcoming issues of the Sword to 
find out about Student Senate's other two branch-
es: Executive and Representatives. 
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FIND OUT WHY THEY CALL 
IT GREATER MINNESOTA 
 
• Build partnerships that strengthen rural Minnesota. 
• Receive up to $17,500 for applied research, community 
service, creative or scholarly work. 
• Involve undergraduate students as research partners. 
Eligibility: Private college faculty on continuing appointments 
who spend at least 50% of time teaching undergraduates. 
Application deadline February 1, 1995. 
Contact: Sandy Mueller 
Minnesota Private College Research Foundation 
401 Galtier Plaza, Box 40, 175 Fifth St. East, St. Paul, MN 55101-2901 
Phone: (612) 228-9061 Fax: (612) 228-0379 
email: skmueller@stthomas.edu  
Sponsored by the Minnesota Private College Research Ponndation, with 
fllnding front the Blandin Foundation, Grand Rapids, Minnesota 
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ning of my college career has been a good one, 
thanks to the people here. 
had four electric washing machines which - could be rented by the hour 
The Allure of College 
by Rob Delmont 
For as long as I can remember, I wanted to be 
older and in college. I wanted to be on my own 
and make my own decisions. I always thought that 
the way to make this happen was to go to college. 
I have felt the allure of college ever since I started 
high school Now, finally, I reached my goal...I 
started college. Ah, to be away from home and on 
my own. 
I remember the first day of orientation: walk-
ing onto the plush, green campus and being filled 
with a huge storm of emotions, ranging from 
freaked to excited. I walked into the Student 
Union and was relieved of my fears and frustra-
tions by cheerful greetings and smiles from facul-
ty and peer advisors. I started through a line of 
people telling me what else I needed to turn in 
(and to do it soon), where to park, and who my 
advisors were. They even gave me a free t-shirt! 
So here I am, a freshman at Concordia College-St. 
Paul, along with 140 others. I've asked some of 
the other freshmen what it was like for them. 
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TARGET COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/94 
when you buy any of these scratch-resistant, 
easy-to-clean Rubbermaid products: Clothes 
hamper, laundry basket and wastebasket 
in varying sizes and colors. 
Style #2803, 2838, 2987, 2986, 2965, 2973 
Limit one coupon per purchase. 
Reproductions not accepted. 
Cashier: Scan Product, 
Then Scan Coupon. 
Use Target Coupon Key. 
They mostly said scared and excited, burafter ori-
entation it was mostly the excited part that stayed. 
Most of the students were very impressed with the 
campus and especially the faculty. They tried to 
make us feel welcome and comfortable, and they 
succeeded. I find many people calling Concordia 
home, and I think that's what the whole plan was. 
The one thing that I really enjoy here is the per-
sonal attention. I think we are very lucky to be at 
a college where everyone counts and everyone is 
an individuaL The people here will help with any 
problem you have; I'm sure just about everyone 
knows that we've all had our own scheduling 
problems. I like the fact that you walk down the 
hall and one of the professors says "hi" and actu-
ally uses your name. 
I'm very happy here at Concordia. Things are 
going really smoothly (even with the workload!) 
and I don't think that would have happened with-
out the help of the staff and advisors. The begin- 
varie  
Presto 
by Russ VanWagner 
Well, summer is over, and I say that not 
because school has started, or because the Fair is 
over (did you see the size of that pig!?). I say that 
because the price of long underwear has gone up. 
But the retailers of America want you not to think 
of it as raising the prices of needed commodity; 
think of it as added value to surviving the winter. 
As any good horse trader knows, the more you 
pay, the more it's worth. And it's the same thing 
with heating oil. Personally, I'm trying to learn to 
hibernate during the winter—I'll just take about 
eight or ten months off work and lie around in 
bed. Maybe I'll get some shrink wrap and cover 
my house with it, and then in April or May I'll 
break through the wrap like a butterfly out of its 
cocoon, except that I'll probably have more facial 
hair. The downside is that, since I'll be on leave 
from work, they will probably want to stop paying 
me. Well, I guess that's capitalism for you. No wor-
kee, no money. So since I have to get up-and-
about all winter long, I have developed a method 
for staying warm all day. I take a really hot shower 
in the morning, and before I turn the water off I 
cover myself with a couple of large plastic trash 
bags. When they fill up with hot water I quickly 
put my clothes on over them. I make a kind of 
sloshing sound all day, but at least I'm warm. So 
there you go, that's my secret to a good day in the 
winter. I get myself good and cooked up in the 
morning and I'm set for the day. Also, if I think 
that I'm going to have a really busy day and not 
have time for lunch, I just put a big ripe tomato 
under each arm before putting on the bags.Then 
at lunch time I simply flap my arms and in no time 
I have tomato soup, which I eat by sucking on my 
shirt collar. 
The secret to a good presto sauce, however, is not 
to cook it at all, but to let the temperature of the 
pasta make the pesto warm. 
Pesto is made from mostly basil, which is a 
spice that has more aroma than flavor, meaning 
that you taste it mostly in your nose. If you cook  
the pesto, much of that flavor will escape in the 
process. So here is the recipe. 
3 3/4 C Fresh Basil 
1 TBS Chopped Garlic 
1/3 C Olive Oil 
3 TBS Shredded Parmesan Cheese 
2 TBS Pine Nuts 
3 C Cooked Pasta 
2 C of Fresh Vegetables 
Okay, now chop that basil. If you have a food 
processor, put the basil, the garlic, the pine nuts, 
and about half the oil in there and run it until it is 
at a fine chop consistency. 
If you don't have a food processor, try holding 
two knife blades in tandem by holding both han-
dles in one hand and very carefully putting one of 
your less valuable fingers between the blades 
about one quarter of the way from the tips. Then 
rock the blades over the basil. 
-- Chop the garlic and the pine nuts and mix all 
three with about half the oil. Either way you do it, 
fold in the cheese at the end, and refrigerate. 
Start cooking the pasta. Dry pasta will triple in size 
with cooking, so start with one cup. I recommend 
"Penne" pasta, but fettuccine, linguine, and riga-
toni are also commonly used. Don't use spaghetti 
or angel hair: these pastas don't have the struc-
ture to stand up to a rigorous saute. 
Take whatever fresh veggies you have chosen 
and saute them in the remaining olive oil If you 
want, you can add spice to this, but don't add salt 
because it will cause the pesto to break and make 
the meal very oily. For the vegetables I would rec-
ommend some sliced peppers, some broccoli and 
cauliflower, and maybe some diced tomatoes. You 
should time the veggies to be done at the same 
time as the pasta Rinse the pasta under very hot 
water just enough to wash off the starch, and add 
to the veggies in the saute pan. Saute them 
together just enough to coat the pasta and bring 
everything up to a good even temp. Then remove 
the pan from the heat source and add the pesto. 
Toss a couple of times to get an even coverage, 
and serve. 
Eat early, eat often. 
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Bump, Set, Spike -- Concordia 's volleyball team is off to an exciting start. 
WELL PAY YOU $33,500 
TOWARD 
YOUR DIPLOMA. 
You can earn more 
than $16,750 during 
a standard Army 
Reserve enlistment 
...and another 
$6,840 if you qualify 
for the Montgomery 
GI Bill ...p/us help in 
paying off a qualified 
student loan up to 
$10,000, if eligible. 
You'll usually 
serve one weekend a month plus two weeks' 
Annual Training. And you'll serve with an 
Army Reserve unit near your campus. 
Over $33,500 toward college—for part-
time service. 
Think about it. 
Then think about us. 
And call today: 
612-644-5688 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE 
ARMY RESERVE 
Friday September 23, 1994 	 SPORTS 
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Comet Football 
on the Rise 
Going, Going, Gone... 
by Jason Wolter 
The Concordia football team has begun its 
1994 season, earning a split in its first two con-
tests. 
The Comets lost the season opener to the 
Crown College Crusaders 25-23, but bounced 
back the next week, shutting out the Trojans of 
the University of Minnesota-Crookston. 
The team has many new faces, both on the 
field and on the sidelines. Besides the 20-or-so 
men playing football at CSP for the first time, 
there are four new coaches. 
Perhaps that is one of the factors leading to 
the opening-game loss to Crown. Crown had 
never beaten the Comets in football. And even 
though the Crusaders are much improved, the 
loss was no less disheartening. 
The game's winning touchdown was scored 
with just 40 seconds left. Crown -scored on a 
fourth and goal run. 
There were some bright spots for the Comets, 
however. Sophomore Joe Nusbaum played well in 
his first game replacing All-Conference fullback 
Joe Florez. Besides picking up 87 yards on the 
ground, Nusbaum showed that he has the ability 
and toughness to anchor the Comet running 
game. 
Sophomore Chris Henning and freshman 
Carlo Holleman also ran well, combining for over 
70 yards rushing. 
The defense played exceptionally well for 
mast of the game. The defensive line, led by All-
Conference ends Steve Mudgett and John Voyda, 
continually harassed the Crusader quarterback. 
And first-year linebacker Chris Short made his 
presence felt by tackling almost everything in 
Comet 
Volleyball 
Ready to Go 
by Liz Golnitz 
The volleyball season is underway and the 
Comets are ready to go. The team's season out-
look can best be described in four words: desire, 
dedication, discipline and defense. 
The Comets, 3-0 in the UMAC and 9-5 overall, 
are out to reclaim their title as Upper Midwest 
Athletic Conference Champions. A conference 
title is not their only goal, however. They are 
determined to be a threat in NAIA district play. 
The Comets return eight players from last 
year's team: juniors—Heather Miller, Marla 
Garbers, Jen Witte and Jen Anderson; sopho-
mores—Karen Koegel, Karen Helm, Kris Benson 
and Teresa Gratz. These eight, along with five new 
players, will give the Comets a solid base for this 
season. 
Defense will be the key to this year's success. 
Passing, blocking and digging are just some of the 
Comets' strengths as co-captains Heather Miller 
(117 digs) and Marla Garbers (115 kills, 68 blocks) 
lead the way for the team, t  
sight. Only a couple of missed assignments kept 
Crown from being shutout. 
The next Saturday, versus UM-Crookston, the 
Comet defense stole the show. Not only did they 
shut out the Trojans, they also scored two of the 
Comet's 16 points on a safety by senior linebacker 
Tim Strohschein. 
Only once during the game did the Crusaders 
cross the 50-yard line. 
The wind played a major role, making passing 
almost impossible. However, in the second half, 
the Comet offense found a way to beat the wind, 
driving 70 yards against the wind for their first 
score. 
The big play on the drive was a trick play in 
which Nusbaum took the pitch from freshman 
quarterback Craig Moyer and ran as if it were a 
sweep to the right side. Nusbaum then pulled up 
and threw a pass to wide receiver Jimmy 
Holmlund. 
Nusbaum scored a touchdown on a 10 yard 
run. 
Freshman wide receiver Treco Coggins caught 
a 20 yard pass from Moyer for the other touch-
down. 
Coming up big for the Comets were Nusbaum 
(27 carries, 114 yards, 1 TD), Moyer (95 yards 
passing on 9 completions, 1 TD), Mudgett and 
Voyda (combining for 20 tackles and 4 sacks). 
Sophomore Eric Rathke and freshman Lucas 
Woodford each had an interception, and senior 
defensive lineman Brad Hopkins had five tackles—
three for losses. 
The Comets play their first home game this 
Saturday, against Northwestern, Wisconsin. Game 
time is 1:00 p.m. See ya there! ¶' 
Women's Soccer 
Wins First Ever 
by Ryan Smith 
The Concordia Comets women's soccer team, in 
its inaugural season, opened up their history with 
a 2-1 victory over Concordia-Mequon. 
Teresa Kunze and Rachel Jevney each scored a 
goal en route to victory. 
The team will play in twelve intercollegiate con-
tests during its first season as a college sponsored 
program. i? 
by Ryan Smith 
It's official. The 1994 Major League Baseball 
season is a wash-out. 
Mark this day in history: Wednesday, 
September 14, 1994. The day Interim 
Commissioner Bud Selig officially locked up the 
collective turnstiles of the 28 ballparks housing 
Major League Baseball teams. 
The fact that 1994 marks the 
first year since 1904 that 
American baseball fans will be 
deprived of the World Series is 
saddening, especially because 
no everyday hardball fan is 
entirely capable of compre-
hending the reasons behind this 
year's player strike. 
The Major League Players 
Association cites the owners' 
threat of placing a cap on player 
salaries as a reason to walk out. The players argue 
that they are not currently receiving a large 
enough share of league revenues. 
The Major League minimum salary is a meager 
one-hundred-nine-thousand American dollars. 
And the average player salary has surpassed the ;2 
million mark Donald Trump sends his condo-
lences, I'm sure. 
The obvious motive behind the Major League 
Players Association's actions is bitter greed. Pure 
and simple. 
The real sadness comes at the expense of fans 
across the nation who have been stripped of the 
game that has been such an integral part of our 
nation's history, heritage, and identity. 
The fans in Seattle won't get to cheer on Ken 
Griffey as he strives to break Roger Maris' immor-
tal home run record. 
The fans in San Diego won't get to cheer on 
Tony Gwynn as he chases the .400 mark. 
The fans in Cleveland—who finally have a reason 
to cheer—will miss out on their team's first pen-
nant race in forty years. 
It is truly a travesty for fans 
everywhere. Whatever hap-
pened to baseball's "good ol' 
days" when players truly loved 
the game. 
Winning used to be impor-
tant at one time, too. Now it 
seems as if the only concern for 
these under-worked, overpaid, 
excuse-making fools is a hefty 
bank account. No integrity. 
Wake up boys! Your product 
has weakened. 
In the past, home town fans were expected to 
"boo" a poorly performing player or team out of 
town. These days, however, if a single fan shouts 
out his/her true feelings towards a lazy, non-pro-
ductive player, the fan is considered a "fair-weath-
er-fan." 
No fan should be required to cheer for medi-
ocrity. 
To tell the truth, I really don't miss Major 
League Baseball—I'm just too sick and tired of the 
players' whiny attitudes. 
My attention will be focused towards the NFL 
and, of course, the Vikings. 
Baseball will not only be shoved to the back 
burner, but probably off the stove. t 
This fall a few pieces arc all you need 
a kick. And what are big looks this 
season? School-girl style tartan, 
classic cotton and lots of denim. 
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2 DAY 
WORK WEEK 
Seeking high energy & caring 
staff. Focus Homes Inc. serves 
people w/disabilities in home 
settings. Weekend Coordinators 
(FT w/benefits) & Program 
Specialist (PT) offer recreational 
choices. $6.25-$7.25. Excellent 
paid training. Call Dawn for 
details: 
Issue 
We will be starting our 
classified and personal ads 
Please drop off your 
Request on a 3x5 note card --
Oh Yes their is no charge for 
this service if you are a studen 
Friday September 23, 1994 
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2etteit ham Me P4eAdemi We've got Spirit, How 'bout You 
Welcome to or back to Concordia College. I 
hope that you have an inspiring, uplifting year. 
The theme for our year is "On Eagles' Wings." The 
metaphor, which can symbolize various things, 
has Biblical roots. "You have seen... how I bore 
you on eagles' wings and brought you to myself" 
God tells Moses in Exodus 19:4. Caught between 
a sea in front and a hostile army behind, God's 
trapped people held no hope until God provided 
deliverance. Behind event and metaphor, the 
message is direct and simple. God rescues! God 
saves! 
"On Eagles' Wings" thus provides an inspiring 
motto for the 1994-95 academic year at Concordia 
College, St. Paul. Whenever you feel trapped, 
threatened or afraid, look to God for help. Fill 
your year with confidence and hope in uplifting 
divine grace. As an eagle gracefully soars high in 
the heavens, so Jesus, full of grace and truth, lifts 
God's people high into the grace, forgiveness, and 
peace of the Gospel. 
"On Eagles' Wings" also calls attention to the 
soaring goals of Concordia's mission statement. 
"The mission of Concordia College, a college of 
the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, is to pre-
pare students for thoughtful and informed living, 
dedicated service to God and humanity, and the 
enlightened care of God's creation, all within the 
context of the Christian Gospel." Concordia wants 
human knowledge elevated and empowered by 
God's grace to lift people out of the perils of igno-
rance and selfishness, into educated commitment 
to the world, life and people. 
The prayer I share with you and for you comes 
from a favorite choral piece that I hope we sing 
often this year at CSP. May God, in the words of 
composer Michael Joncas, "raise you up on eagle's 
wings, bear you on the breath of dawn, make you 
to shine like the sun, and hold you in the palm of 
His hand." 
Bob Hoist, president t 
by Diane Steele 
For with God, nothing shall be impossible. 
Luke 1:37. This is most certainly true... especially 
for Concordia's Women's Soccer team! 
With a single dream to play soccer (a dream that 
began in the Fall of '93), our team was formed 
with a majority of its members not having any 
experience in soccer. What our soccer team did 
have, though, was lots of spirit. This spirit is 
stronger than ever now as we begin our second 
season. 
The team spirit we have developed has many 
facets. We started the team by organizing our-
selves on our own. This forced us to learn our first 
lesson on keeping our spirits up. From there we 
started practices, with every one of them being 
very spirited (for it can't be avoided with members 
like Tammy Kunze on your team). When game 
time arrives, we gather around and have a team 
prayer in which we ask the Holy Spirit to watch  
over us. On the sidelines and on the field our 
team spirit comes out as we cheer on each other 
with encouragement. 
Our team spirit also has many meanings to us. 
It reminds us of the tremendous support we have 
for each other, and it has taught us how important 
team unity is. Our spirit has helped us build corn-
munity with the men's soccer team, and this has 
been another excellent source of support. We've 
learned to extend our spirit beyond the game of 
soccer by showing kindness to each other. This 
leads to our secret ingredient of team spirit–the 
crucial feeling of being accepted. When we have 
lots of team spirit, that means we are having lots 
of fun! (Hey team, "Quack, Quack, Quack, 
Quack!!") 
With our battle cry, "Believe," we start out 
each game believing in God our Creator and in 
ourselves. From there it is His will and a lot of our 
spirit that gets us through. Why not come out and 
join us—we hope that you catch onto the "spirit!" t 
Read Your Voice 
by Jennifer Riggert 
It is my pleasure to introduce you to your 
voice, The Sword. Get yourself well-aquainted 
with the publication—you'll be seeing it often. 
Also, get aquainted with us, Jen and Chris. We're 
excited about editing this year's paper, and we 
encourage and expect input from you, the 
Concordia community. Consider this an invitation 
to speak. As the title infers, this paper is your 
voice. Take the time to read, and heed, your 
voice, and then take time to react. You can whis-
per to your friends or you can shout with an edi-
torial, but don't ignore your voice. 
After this issue, you will no longer find The 
Sword in your mailbox. Instead, paper racks will 
be set in various areas around campus (the mail-
room, Student Union, library, and faculty lounge). 
Seek out the paper. Read it, react to it, and then 
recycle it. Just don't abuse before you peruse. 
Respect the time and effort each staff member has 
put into this issue. Any comments (criticism or 
praise) can be sent through inter-campus mail to 
The Sword. Praise can be addressed to Jen, criti-
cism to Chris Oust kidding). Really, we're anxious 
to hear your voice. t 
